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ABSTRACT 
Let @” be the group of the unitary n X n matrices. Let A = diag(a,, , a,,), 
B = diag(PI,. . , &), where a,,. , a,, PI,. . , /?,, are complex numbers. A class of 
normal matrices satisfying the inclusion {det( A + UBU*) : U E 42” } c Co{n:= 1( a, + 
&,,) : u E S, }, where Co{ } is the convex hull of { } and S, is the symmetric group 
of degree n, is obtained. 
Denote by @/, the group of the unitary n X n matrices. Let A and B be 
normal matrices with eigenvalues (Ye,. . . , a, and PI,. . . , &, respectively. 
Define the set in the complex plane 
A(A,B)= {det(A+CIBU*):UE%/,}. 0) 
Since A and B are unitarily diagonalizable and A( A, B) is unitarily invariant, 
we may consider in (l), without loss of generality, A = diag(cu,, . . . , a,), 
B = diag( ,B1,. . . , /I,). 
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where CI E S,, S, the symmetric group of degree n, belong to A(A, B). In the 
sequel these points will be called u-points. 
In [3] Fiedler obtained the following interesting result: 
THEOREM 1. IfA = diag(cy, ,..., an), B = diag(P,,. .., &,), and arg Lyl = 
. . . = arg a, =argp,= . . . = arg/?, (mod r), then A(A, B) is a line seg- 
ment with u-points as endpoints. 
Motivated by this result, G. N. de Oliveira [4] conjectured that 
where Co{ } denotes the convex hull of { }. This conjecture was proved in 
the following cases: 
(i) When n = 2. 
(ii) When A or B has only two distinct eigenvalues, one of them simple. 
(For (i) and (ii) see e.g. [4].) 
(iii) One of the matrices is positive definite and the other is skew-hermi- 
tian [5]. 
(iv) When n = 3 [l]. 
While it seems very difficult to prove (or disprove) de Oliveira’s conjec- 
ture, much more difficult is the complete characterization of A( A, B). 
Indeed, even the statement of a necessary and sufficient condition for 
A(A, B) to be a line segment is not straightforward. 
In this note we present some theorems (Theorems 2 and 3) which may be 
used to provide a class of n X n matrices for which the conjecture holds. 
Theorem 3, for which two easy proofs are given, treats the special case when 
both A and B are unitary matrices. 
The following lemma will be needed in the sequel: 
LEMMA 1 [2]. Let z # 0 belong to the boundary of A(A, B). If, in the 
neighborhood of z, A(A, B) is contained in an angle with vertex at z and 
measuring less than P, then z = z, for some a E S,. 
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For the sake of simplicity we will denote by Bcr the product UBU*. 
THEOREM 2. Let A = diag(a,,..., a,) and B = diag(p ,,..., ,B,). Let K 
be a complex number such that K @ a( - A) U u(B), where u(M) denotes the 
spectrum of M, A’= (A + KZ)-‘, and B’= (B - KZ)-‘. Zf 
u E s, 
where a; = (cxj + ZZ-’ and @I = (pi - K)-’ are the eigenvalues of A’ and 
B’, respectively. 





and by the hypothesis det(A + B,,) is contained in the convex hull of the 
points n;= 1(~k + j3oCkj), the theorem follows. n 
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COROLLAFlY 1. Let A=diag(a,,..., a,) and B=diag(/3,,...,&). Let 
K l,. . ., K, be s complex numbers such that 
K,~u(-A~‘-‘~)uu(B~‘-~~), ,..., s, r=l 
where a(M) denotes the spectrum of M and 
A”) = (A”- I) + ZK,) - I, B”’ = (g-1) - ZK,) - 1, 
A’“) = A B(“) = B > r=l ,...,s. 
If 
then 
A( A’“‘, BcS) c C >- 
where 




(ai+&-l+ K2) ‘.’ + K,> 
and 
P:)=i...((Pj-K,)~‘-t(,)~‘... -K,) -’ 
are the eigenvalues of ACS) and B’“‘, respectively. 
We observe that, as a consequence of Lemma 1, whenever A( A, B) is a 
line segment, the endpoints of this segment are u-points. This fact and the 
connectivity of A( A, B) lead to 
COROLLARY 2. Let A = diag( aI,. . . , a,) and B = diag( fl,, . , p,, ). Let K 
be a complex number such that K G u( - A)U a(B) and 
A’=(A+KZ)-‘, B’=(B- KZ)-‘. 
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Zf A(A, B) is a line segment, then also A( A’, B’) is a line segment and (2) 
holds with equality. 
THEOREM 3. Zf A = diag(cY, ,..., on), B = diag(P, ,..., P,), and (alJ = 
. . . = [a,( = p3J = . . . = Ib,I = p, then A(A, B) is a line segment and 
Proof. 1. The following identity is crucial: 
A*( A + B,)B; = p”( A* + B;). (3) 
Let zo = det(A + B,) be an arbitrary point of A(A, B). From (3) it follows 
that 
zU=P -2n det A* det B* zcJ 
ZCl 
= n;,, e i(arga,+argP,). 
Therefore 
arg zcr = i ktl carg ak + arg Pk) 
does not depend on U. Hence A(A, B) is contained in the ray 
i 
ztC:argz=i $ (argak+argj3,) 
k-l 
Since A(A, B) is compact and connected, it follows that A( A, B) is a line 
segment. The endpoints of this segment obviously satisfy the hypothesis of 
Lemma 1. Then these endpoints are u-points and the theorem follows. n 
Proof. 2. Two cases may happen: either p @ a(A)U u( - R) or p E 
u(A) U u( - B). We now prove the theorem for the first case. Under this 
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and D= - -- 
2 BtpI 
are skew-hermitian. It is clear that 
A=p(l+&j and B=p[--I+ D+11,2). 
From Fiedler’s theorem, A(C, D) is a line segment with u-points as end- 
points, and from Corollary 2, A( A, B) = A( A - pZ, B + pZ) is a line segment 
with u-points as endpoints, and (2) holds with equality. 
If p E a(A) U a( - B), we choose a real ‘p such that p @ u(Ae*‘+‘)U 
a( - Be’p). Since A(A, B) = A(AeiV, Bei~)e-‘“q, it is enough to show that 
A( Ae’q, BeiT) is a line segment. This follows in a straightforward manner 
from the proof of the previous case. H 
We observe that Theorem 2 combined with Theorem 1, as well as 
Theorem 3 with (iii), provides a large number of cases for which de Oliveira’s 
conjecture is true. For instance, it may be easily seen that the conjecture 
holds if B is a unitary matrix and A is a hermitian matrix such that 
a( A) c ] - 1, l[ (a( A) n [ - 1, l] = 0 ). To show this it is enough to consider 
the positive (negative) definite matrix C = (I - A)/(1 + A) and the skew- 
hermitian matrix D = (B + I)/( B - Z) and to relate A( A, B) to A(C, D) 
using Theorem 2. 
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